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Recap



Take Away:
● Economic stratification paralleled social 

fragmentation.

● The poor slipped further from the 
republican/producerist ideal of  economic 
independence.

● The elite disagreed about the capacity of  
the poor and immigrants for citizenship.

● While the South was a racial binary culture, 
much of  the rest of  the US was a hierarchy 
of  ethnicities in varying states of  
probationary whiteness.



Imagined Communities



The Contradictions of  Nations and National Identity

● Nations are modern, but people think of  the concept as ancient.

● Nationalism says everyone belongs to a nation, but each nation is supposed to be 
different.

● Nationalism is a politically powerful idea, but it is philosophically slippery.



Defining and Conceiving of  Nations

Anderson’s Definition of  a Nation: an “imagined political community--and 
imagined as both inherently limited and sovereign.”

● Nations are distinguished by the ways they are imagined, not their truth or falsity.

● They are limited: none conceive themselves as universal.

● The are communities because of  ideas of  horizontal comradeship. 



Bricolage

“The processes by which people acquire objects from 
across social divisions to create new cultural identities.”

 -Dick Hebdige, Subculture: the Meaning of  Style. London: Routledge, 1979.



Thought Exercise:

How do Arkansans differ in identity from 
Texans in the popular imagination?

What are these identities constructed of?

Are these differences real?

Are they substantive?



Meiji Japan



Since We Left Japan ... ● Silence begins in 1639. 
The Tokugawa 
Shogunate had begun in 
1600.

● The Edo Period lasts 
from 1603-1868 through 15 
Shoguns.

● Japan remained closed to 
all but largely Dutch 
traders in one port.

● Technologically and 
politically, Japan of  1850 
would have seemed 
familiar to Rodrigues.

● Interest in Europe grows 
in the late Shogunate.



“Illustrated Layout of  Edo,” 1854. Osher Map Library, University of  Southern Maine.



Dutch traders entertain guests circa 1800-1815.



Continued Feudalism and Rigid Class System
● Japan remained a feudal society with feudal 

lords (Daimyo) under the Shogun.

Above: The Tokugawa class system. 
Right: Tokugawa Japan.



Processions of  the Sankin-kōtai.



Processions of  the Sankin-kōtai.



The Late Shogunate
● Japan’s isolation is threatened by 

growing Western demands for 
markets and its proximity to 
whaling.

● The U.S. will force the opening of  
Japan in the 1850s, destabilizing the 
Shogunate.

● Internal strife and external pressure 
will bring things to a crisis.

● Power will move back toward the 
Emperor in the 1860s. Tokugawa Iemochi, ruled 1858-1866.



A ‘Historic’ Japanese Nation?
● Fairly cohesive geography.

● Ancient monarchy as nominal focus of  unity.

● Religious identity is dynamic but distinctive.

● Language standardizes much as Anderson says.

● Is Kyoto or Edo the metropole?

Emperor Komei, 121st Emperor of Japan, reigned 18461867.



Japanese dialect map.



"Revere the Emperor and 
Repel the Barbarians”



Meiji Restoration
● Emperor Meiji ascends 

throne at 15 in 1867.

● Boshin War of  1868-69 
pits Samurais v. Shogun.

● War ends with Samurai 
victory and move of  court 
from Kyoto to Edo.

Samurai of the Chosyu clan of Satsuma, during the Boshin War period.



A Weak State
● Few central institutions.

● Feudal model meant hierarchical but local 
control.

● Agriculture is antiquated.

● Military technology remains primitive.

Edo Castle.



Modern Japan Emerges
● Satsuma Rebellion of  1877 pits samurai v. meiji 

government.

● Enthusiasm for democracy grows among 
middling classes and the poor.

● “Prussian Solution”: Meiji Constitution of  1890 
privileges bureaucracy over both democracy and 
crown..

● Mechanization of  the silk industry and taxation 
fund development.

Dignitaries of early Meiji Japan.



"Japanese Spirit,
Western Technology.”



Meiji Goals
● Strengthening industrial capacity.

● Strengthening the military.

● Establishing a central government.

● Legitimizing the new state. Emperor Meiji in 
Western and 
court dress.



The Charter Oath of  the Meiji Restoration (1868)

.

     By this oath we set up as our aim the establishment of  the national weal 
on a broad basis and the framing of  a constitution and laws.
     Deliberative assemblies shall be widely established and all matters 
decided by public discussion.
     All classes, high and low, shall unite in vigorously carrying out the 
administration of  affairs of  state.
     The common people, no less than the civil and military officials, shall 
each be allowed to pursue his own calling so that there may be no 
discontent.
     Evil customs of  the past shall be broken off  and everything based upon 
the just laws of  Nature.
     Knowledge shall be sought throughout the world so as to strengthen 
the foundations of  imperial rule.



Foreign Experts Hired by Decade in Meiji Japan
.

Alexander David Brown “Meiji Japan: A Unique Technological Experience?”
Student Economic Review, Vol. 19, 2005

  1870s    1880s      1890s       TOTAL
Science Teaching 1,300 1,698 3,556  6,564 

Engineering    2,210 2,613 2,070  6,983 

Business 593    897         566      2,056

Other   1,698 1,244    277         3,219

Total   5,801 6,453 6,479 18,732



Does Technology Have a Culture?



Does Technology Have a Culture?



Does Technology Have a Culture?



Racial Bricolage



Japanese Identity Blends Old, New and Near, Far

● Emphasizes return to medieval Japanese classics.

● BUT borrows Confucian reverence for emperor 
and ideas of  racial uniqueness and purity.

● Embraces Western concepts of  industrialization 
and education.

● Adopts Western “science” of  gender and race.

Cartoon from Punch at renewing of 
the Anglo-Japanese Alliance in 1905.



Spencerian Japan:
Intellectual Boom & Bust



Spencer: Early Positive Reception
● Likely most widely read Western thinker in early 

Meiji Japan: 30 editions of  works 1870-1900.

● Liberals love emphasis on individual rights, free 
markets, and democracy.

● Liberals believe move from Shogunate to Meiji 
reforms is proof  of  military to industrial society.

● Liberals say Japan must adapt to industrial 
world, but West is NOT perfect model: still too 
militaristic.

● Conservatives love organic view of  state: 
individuals are part of  a dynamic whole.

Tokutomi Soho, early liberal 
proponent of Spencer’s political 
thought in Japan.



Spencer’s Epistemology in Japan
● As Japan moves from traditional culture, 

Spencer offers useful new categories of  thought.

● Notion of  society and societal evolution gives 
space to interrogate and critique Japanese 
society.

● Gives categories to separate religion, philosophy, 
and science.

● Significant, but unexplored impact on Japanese 
study of  biology.

● Gives basis for a scientific/evolutionary view of  
progress.

Print showcasing a modern steel 
bridge in Meiji Japan.



Spencer’s Impact on Education
● Most lasting impact likely on schools: Education 

Ministry reprints Spencer’s Education to 1955.

● “Three Educations”: Intellectual, moral, and 
physical.

● Moral education balances egoism (the individual) 
and altruism (the family & state).

● Liberals: Prepare students for independent lives 
in free society.

● Conservatives: Compulsory physical education 
overseen by military personnel.

Meiji era classroom.



Spencerian Bust after 1890
● Dated style: ponderous writing, new disciplines 

develop their own methodologies.

● Seen as deductivist and selective in his evidence.

● Military to Industrial evolution questioned  after 
success of  wars with China and Russia.

● Capitalism brings social problems rather than 
moral improvement and rewards for ability.

● Individualism doesn’t account for relationships 
(parent/child, husband/wife, coreligionists).

Print from a battle of the 
Sino-Japanese War.



Education for Nationalism



Compulsory Education
“... the goal of  education was to create subjects 
useful for the state. 

● Create workers for an industrialized economy.

● Ensure patriotism.

● 1890 Imperial Rescript on Education: Loyalty 
and filial piety.

● Rescript ceremonies.

● Standardization of  Language.
.Students at Meiji Gakuin University in 
1889. Collection of Meiji Gakuin 
Archives of History.



Dewey on Education
“Responsibility for the conduct of  society and 
government rests on every member of  society. 
Therefore, every one must receive a training that will 
enable him to meet this responsibility, giving him just 
ideas of  the condition and needs of  the people 
collectively, and developing those qualities which will 
insure his doing a fair share of  the work of  
government.”

-The Schools of  To-Morrow, 1915.John Dewey, 1859-1952.



Imperial Rescript on Education, 1890
“cultivate arts, and thereby 
develop intellectual faculties 
and perfect moral powers; 
furthermore advance public 
good and promote common 
interests; always respect the 
Constitution and observe the 
laws; should emergency arise, 
offer yourselves courageously 
to the State; and thus guard 
and maintain the prosperity of 
Our Imperial Throne coeval 
with heaven and earth.”

(Dewey) “Responsibility for the 
conduct of  society and 
government rests on every 
member of  society. Therefore, 
every one must receive a training 
that will enable him to meet this 
responsibility, giving him just ideas 
of  the condition and needs of  the 
people collectively, and developing 
those qualities which will insure his 
doing a fair share of  the work of  
government.”



Principal Reading of  Imperial Rescript on Education.



Instructions for Reciting the Pledge of  Allegiance.



Reciting the Pledge of  Allegiance (1892).



END


